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1. Introduction

Let G be a lower semi-continuous function-kernel on the product space of

a locally compact Hausdorff space X, and G be the adjoint kernel of G defined

by G(x, y) = G(y, x). We say that the duality of the domination principle holds

for G when the following statement is true: G satisfies the domination principle

if and only if G does.

M. Kishi first proved in [5] that the duality of the domination principle holds

for a lower semi-continuous function-kernel G under the additional condition that

G and G satisfy the continuity principle.

For a continuous (in the extended sense) function-kernel G, M. Itό and

the author verified in [2] that both G and G satisfy the continuity principle when

G satisfies the domination principle (cf. [3]). From this fact, follows the duality

of the domination principle for continuous function-kernels.

Concerning a lower semi-continuous (but not continuous) function-kernel,

the domination principle does not imply the continuity principle. So the analog-

ous argument does not hold.

Let G and N be lower semi-continuous function-kernels on X. In this paper,

we shall verify that G satisfies the relative domination principle with respect to

N if and only if G satisfies the transitive domination principle with respect to

N. This was first obtained by M. Kishi in [5] under the assumption that G and

G satisfy the continuity principle. For continuous function-kernels, the author

[1] can avoid this additional condition.

The duality of the domination principle follows immediately from the above

equivalence.

As applications of these results, we shall investigate the relations among the

potential theoretical principles and shall show the transitive law for the relative

domination principle.

2. Notation

Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space satisfying the second axiom of
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countability1}. A non-negative function G(x, ̂ o n l x l i s called a lower semi-

continuous function-kernel (simply an l.s.c. kernel) on X if G(x, y) is lower semi-

continuous on Xx X and 0<G(x, x)<^ + oo for any x e l , and is called a continu-

ous function-kernel on X if G(x, y) is continuous in the extended sense on X x X,

0<G(x, x)g + oo for any xeX and G(x,y)< + oo at any point (x,y)eX xX

with x *r y. If, in particular, a continuous function-kernel G(x, y) is finitely valued

on X x X, it is called a finite continuous function-kernel. The kernel G defined

by (jr(x, y) = G(y, x) is called the adjoint kernel of G.

For a positive Radon measure μ on X, the potential Gμ(x) and the adjoint

potential <5μ(x) are defined by

Gμ(x) = ^G(x9y)dμ(y) and Gμ(x) = J(ϊ(x, y)dμ(y)

respectively. The G-energy of μ is defined by \Gμ(x)c/μ(x).

We denote by M o the family of all positive measures with compact support

and by Eo = E0(G) the family of all measures in M o with finite G-energy. Evidently

Eo(G) = Eo(G). We say that a property holds G-p.p.p. on a subset A of X if it

holds on A except for a set of the inner v-measure 0 for every v e E0(G).

3. Principles

In this paper we shall consider the following principles concerning l.s.c.

kernels :

(I) Domination principle. For μeE0 and v e M 0 , an inequality Gμ(x)

:g Gv(x) on the support Sμ of μ implies the same inequality on X.

(II) Balayage principle. For any compact set K and any μeM0, there

exists a measure μ' in M o supported by K such that

Gμ'(x) = Gμ(x) G-p.p.p. on K,

Gμ'(x) ^ Gμ(x) on X.

We call μ' a balayaged measure of μ on K with respect to G.

(III) Maximum principle. For μeM0, an inequality Gμ(x)^l on Sμ

implies the same inequality on X.

(IV) Positive mass principle. For μeE0 and v e M 0 , an inequality Gμ(x)

1) All the results in this paper hold with a slight modification when X does not necessarily
satisfy the second axiom of countability.
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^GV(JC) on Sμ implies the inequalityWμ^ \dv.

(V) Equilibrium principle. For a given compact set X, there exists a
positive measure y, called a equilibrium measure, supported by K satisfying

Gγ(x)=l G-p.p.p. onK,

Gγ(x) ^ 1 on X.

(VI) Complete maximum principle. For μeE0, veM 0 and for a non-
negative number α, an inequality Gμ(x)^Gv(x) + a on Sμ implies the same ine-
quality on X.

(VII) Continuity principle. For μeM0, the finite continuity of the
restriction of Gμ(x) to Sμ implies the finite continuity of Gμ(x) on the whole
space X.

(VIII) Relative domination principle with respect to N (written simply
G<N). For μeE0(G) and veM 0, an inequality Gμ(x)^Nv(x) on Sμ implies
the same inequality on X.

(IX) Transitive domination principle with respect to N (written simply
G d l N). For μ e E0(G) and v e Mo, an inequality Gμ(x) g Gv(x) on Sμ implies
the inequality Nμ(x)^Nv(x) on X.

4. Relative domination principle

Some of the potential theoretical principles are the special ones of the relative
domination principle or of the transitive domination principle. In this section
we shall discuss the equivalence of these two principles.

Throughout this paper, the following existence theorem plays a fundamental
role.

EXISTENCE THEOREM OF KISHI ([6]). Let K be a compact Hausdorff
space, G be a finite continuous function-kernel on K and u(x) be a non-
negative finite continuous function on X. Then there exists a positive measure
λ on K such that

Gλ(x)^u(x) on K,

Gλ(x) = u(x) on Sλ.

The following modification of the above existence theorem was obtained
in [1].
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LEMMA 1. Let G be a lower semi-continuous function-kernel on X, K

be a compact subset of X and u(x) be a non-negative finite continuous function

on X. Take a sequence {Gn} of finite continuous function-kernels which in-

creases to G at each point ofXxX with n (written Gn/G). Then there exists

a vaguely bounded sequence {λn} of positive measures supported by K satisfy-

ing

(1) Gnλn(x)^u(x) on Kt

(2) Gnλn(x) = u(x) on Sλn.

Each vague adherent point λ of {λn} satisfies

(3) Gλ(x) ^ u(x) v-a.e. on K for every v £ C(6 K),

(4) Gλ(x)^u(x) on Sλ,

where C((?; K) denotes the family of all meaures in Mo supported by K such

that 6v(x) is finite continuous as a function on K.

The following lemma is essentially contained in Lemma 2 in [4]. We denote

by Csupp(G) the family of all measures in E0(G) whose potentials are finite con-

tinuous as functions on their own supports.

LEMMA 2. Let G be an l.s.c. kernel on X. Then for any measure μ in

E0(G), there exists a sequence {μn} of positive measures supported by Sμ with

the following properties: 1° μ n e C s u p p(G), 2°{μn} converges vaguely to μ and

3°{Gμn(x)} converges increasingly to Gμ(x) at every point x of X.

This lemma gives the following two lemmas which assert that E0(G) may

be replaced by Csupp(G) in the argument of our domination principles.

LEMMA 3. Let G and N be l.s.c. kernels on X. Suppose that for any

μ e C s u p p ( G ) and v e M 0 , an inequality Gμ(x)^Nv(x) on Sμ implies the same

inequality on X. Then G-<iV.

PROOF. Assume that for μeEQ(G) and v e M 0 , an inequality Gμ(x)^Nv(x)

holds on Sμ. We can find, by Lemma 2, a sequence {μn} of positive measures

with the following properties: 1° μneCsupp(G), 2° μn-+μ vaguely as n-» + oo

and Gμn(x)/*Gμ(x) as n-» + oo at every xeX. Then Gμn(x) g Gμ(x) ̂  Nv(x)

on Sμ for every n. The assumption of our lemma asserts that Gμn(x)^Nv(x)

on X. Therefore we have

Gμ(x) = lim Gμn(x) ^ Nv(x) on X.

This implies that
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In the same way, we have

LEMMA 4. Let G and N be l.s.c. kernels on X. Suppose that for any
μe CSXipp(G) and veM o, an inequality Gμ(x)^Gv(x) on Sμ implies the inequality
Nμ(x) ̂  Nv(x) on X. Then G\— N.

Now we can prove

THEOREM 1. Let G and N be l.s.c. kernels on X. Then the following
statements are equivalent.

(a) G satisfies the relative domination principle with respect to N.
(b) G satisfies the transitive domination principle with respect to 7\Λ

PROOF. (a)->(b). Suppose that Gμ{x)^Gv(x) holds on Sμ for any μ
e Csupp((j) and v e Mo. It suffices, by virtue of Lemma 4, to prove that iVμ(x)
^Nv(x) holds on X. Take a sequence {Gn} (resp. {Nn}) of finite continuous
function-kernels on X satisfying Gn/G (resp. Nn/N). Then for any positive
integer n and any yeX, there exists, by Lemma 1, a sequence { ^ p } ^ of posi-
tive measures supported by Sμ satisfying

Gpλnjx) = Nnεy(x) on Sλn>p9

where εy denotes the unit measure at y. Let λneE0(G) be a vague adherent
point of U^pjp^i We shall denote a subsequence convergent to λn still by
{λnj. We have by (4)

Gλn(x) ^ Nnεy(x) ^ Nεy(x) on Sλn c Sμ.

By (a), we derive Gλn(x) ^ Nεy(x) on X. Then, for any p9

nεydμ S \Gpλn>pdμ =

The finite continuity of the restriction of Gμ(x) to Sμ implies

Nnμ(y) ^ lim [ύμdλntP = [όμdλn ^ [

g [Nεydv = fiv(y).

Letting n tend to +00, we have βfμ(y)^ίfv(y) for any j e l . This implies (b).
(b)->(a). We suppose that an inequality Gμ(x)^Nv(x) holds on Sμ for
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μ e Csupp(G) and v £ M o . By Lemma 3, we have only to prove that the inequality

Gμ(y)^Nv(y) holds for any y e CSμ. Let {Gn} be a sequence of finite continuous

function-kernels satisfying Gn/G. Then for any positive integer n and any

ye CSμ, there exists, by Lemma 1, a sequence {XntP}p=i of positive measures

supported by Sμ satisfying

GpXniP(x)^Gnsy(x) on Sμ,

GpXniP(x) = Gnεy(x) on SlΆiP.

A vague adherent point λneE0(G) of {X^}*?! fulfils

GXn(x) ^ Gnεy(x) g Gεy(x) on S!M c Sμ.

By (b), we obtain

ffXH(x)£lfey(x) on X .

Then, for any p,

Gnμ(y) = \Gneydμ ύ ψpXnJμ ύ \ Gμdλn,p.

By the finite continuity of the restriction of Gμ(x) to Sμ, we have the following

inequalities:

Gnμ(y) ^ lim [Gμdλn>p = \GμdXn ^ [NvdXn

\ίfλndv ^ (7Vεydv = Nv(y).S \

Letting n tend to + oo, we have Gμ(y)^Nv(y) for any y e CSμ.

REMARK 1. This theorem was first proved by M. Kishi [5] under the

additional condition that G and G satisfy the continuity principle. For con-

tinuous function-kernels, we discussed in [1] the transitive domination principle

only for measures with disjoint supports and obtained the analogous result

without assuming the continuity principle.

5. Duality of domination principle

Putting N = G in Theorem 1, we obtain the following duality of the domi-

nation principle.

THEOREM 2. Let G be an l.s.c. kernel on X. Then G satisfies the domi-

nation principle if and only if G does.
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REMARK 2. Under the additional assumption that G and G satisfy the con-
tinuity principle, M. Kishi [5] showed the duality of the domination principle
and obtained the equivalence of the balayage principle and the domination
principle. As shown in Theorem 2, the continuity principle is avoidable in the
argument of the duality of the domination principle. But we can not assert,
without assuming the continuity principle, the equivalence of the balayage princi-
ple and the domination principle.

It is easily seen that, if an l.s.c. kernel G satisfies the balayage principle,
then G satisfies the domination principle. Accordingly we have the following

COROLLARY. Let G be an l.s.c. kernel on X. Then G satisfies the do-
mination principle when G satisfies the balayage principle.

6. Maximum principle and complete maximum principle

Theorem 1 giv.es the following characterization of the maximum principle.

THEOREM 3. Let G be an l.s.c. kernel on X. Then G satisfies the maxi-
mum principle if and only if 6 satisfies the positive mass principle.

PROOF. The maximum principle for G implies that G-<1. From Theorem

1, it follows that G-<1 if and only if GΓΣ1 1 = 1. The transitive domination

principle G \ZZ. 1 is just the positive mass principle for G.

COROLLARY 1. Let G be an l.s.c. kernel on X. Then G satisfies the
complete maximum principle if and only if G satisfies the maximum principle
and the domination principle.

REMARK 3. We have the following generalization of this corollary:
If G, N and K are l.s.c. kernels on X such that G<N and G<K, then

G<(N+K)2\

COROLLARY 2. An l.s.c. kernel G on X satisfies the maximum principle
when G satisfies the equilibrium principle.

PROOF. Suppose that Gμ(X)^Gv(x) holds on Sμ for μeE0 and veM0.
Let y be an equilibrium measure of Sμ. Then

\dμ S \Gydμ = \Gμdy g \Gvdy = \Gydv ̂  \dv.

2) The author first proved this generalization in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1.
Professor F.-Y. Maeda remarked to the author that this is an immediate consequence
of Theorem 1.
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Therefore G satisfies the positive mass principle. Theorem 3 asserts that G

satisfies the maximum principle.

REMARK 4. We can generalize the above corollary into the following form:

Let G and N be l.s.c. kernels on X. Then G satisfies the relative domina-

tion principle with respect to N when G satisfies the relative balayage principle

with respect to iV3).

7. Transitive law for the relative domination principle

Finally we shall prove that the relation •< fulfils the transitive law under

an additional condition.

THEOREM 5. Suppose that G, N and K are l.s.c. kernels on X such that

G^N and N^K. If N(x, y) is locally bounded outside the diagonal set of

XxX,thenG<K.

PROOF. Suppose that Gμ(x)^Kv(x) holds on Sμ for μeE0(G) and v e M 0 .

We may assume, by Lemma 3, that Gμ(x) is finite continuous as a function on

Sμ. It suffices to prove that for any integer w^l and yeCSμ, the inequality

Gnμ(y) S Kv(y) holds, where { G n } ^ is a sequence of finite continuous function-

kernels such that Gn/G. By Lemma 1, there exists a sequence {XniP}p~=ι of mea-

sures in M o supported by Sμ such that

GpXntP(x) ^ Onεy(x) on Sμ,

(χ) = &nεy(x) on SlnfP.

A vague adherent point λneE0(G) of {λnp}J^ fulfils

GXn(x) ^ 6ney(x) on Sλn c= Sμ.

The assumption G <Λf implies that G\Z^ and therefore we have y

on X. Then XneE0(N), because N(x, y) is locally bounded outside the diagonal

set of XxX and Sλn(]{y} = φ. Consequently Kλn{x)^K&y{x) on X, because

t ^ Since

Gnμ(y) = ψnεydμ ^ ψpln,pdμ ^

by the finite continuity of the restriction of Gμ(x) to Sμ, we have

3) We say that G satisfies the relative balayage principle with respect to N when for any
compact set K and any μ€ΞM0, there exists a measure μ in Mo supported by K such that

Gμ(x) = Nμ(x) G-p. p. p. on K and Gμ(x) ^ Nμ(x) on X.
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lim
P-++00

\ = Kv(y).

Letting n tend to + oo, we have Gμ(y)^Kv(y) for any y e CSμ.

Putting X = l in Theorem 5, we obtain the following

COROLLARY. LetG and N be l.s.c. kernels on X such that G<N. Suppose
that N(x, y) is locally bounded outside the diagonal set of XxX. Then G
satisfies the maximum principle if N does.
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